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\textbf{Abstract-} In this paper, a brief summary of different methods of fabrication of optical preform and fiber is reviewed. Several methods of incorporation of erbium ions into optical preforms are studied. Characterization of the fabricated erbium doped fibers including measurements of refractive index profile, absorption, fluorescence and gain spectra and metastable lifetime are described. It is also expressed that many of these fabrication and characterization methods are feasible to be carried out in Iran.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Erbium doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) have gained an important role in 1.55 $\mu$m, long-haul optical communication systems. These amplifiers with their high and flattened gain [1]-[9], wide bandwidth [3], [10]-[13], low noise [1], [3], [14], low inter-channel cross-talk, [15]-[17], low polarization dependent gain, [18]-[20], low cost, [21], low temperature sensitive gain [22]-[27], and compatibility with conventional single mode fibers have been the subject of intense research and development during the past two decades, [28]-[36].

In optical communication systems, EDFAs can be used in three basic aims: (i) power amplifiers for the last stage of amplification in transmitters, (ii) in-line amplifiers, for compensation of link losses, and (iii) low noise pre-amplifiers in receivers.

Parallel to the application of rare-earth-doped fibers as an amplifier, the nonlinear refractive index of them has been under intensive study. Betts \textit{et al.} demonstrated theoretically and experimentally the enhancement of nonlinear refractive index of the EDF [37]. Chu and Wu successfully demonstrated all optical switching with low pump power of a few milli-Watts in erbium-doped twin core fibers [38]-[39]. When the fiber is optically pumped, the electronic distribution of the Er$^{3+}$ ions is modified. This modification causes a strong nonlinear phase shift. Desurvire modeled this effect for E DFA, by a density matrix approach [28], [40]. Temperature sensors [41]-[43], and gyroscopes by using rare-earth doped fibers and other sensors constructed on the nonlinear and other useful effects of these doped fibers are examples of many applications of these fibers as reliable devices [44]-[45].

Fiber amplifiers and lasers were investigated as early as the invention of the conventional lasers. When for the first time application of fiber amplifiers in communication systems was suggested, the fiber loss was more than 2 dB/m [25], [27], [40], but still many people were interested in demonstration of theoretical...
and experimental feasibility study of doped glass fiber lasers and amplifiers [46]-[53]. Serious researches started from 1979, when the low loss optical fibers were fabricated [28]-[30], [54], [63].

Erbium doped fiber design is simple. The erbium ions must be confined to the center of the core of a high numerical aperture (NA) single mode fiber. Increasing NA allows reduction in core diameter (for a given cutoff wavelength), which increases power density and hence pump and signal intensities. Also, large NA fiber increases the pump power acceptance, and Er-confinement limits the doped area to the uniform higher pump intensity region, while because of the short length of EDFAs, except in distributed ones [9], dispersion is negligible. Another important factor in EDFA design is the amount and type of co-dopants like Ge, P or Al oxides. Ge oxide is mostly added to raise the core refractive index. Aluminum is a useful co-dopant to improve ability to dissolve Er³⁺ and to smooth somehow gain spectrum with wider bandwidth. Aluminum also prevents depletion of Er in modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) collapse process, while Ge or P burns out [6]-[8], [14]. Several methods of flattening and widening gain of EDFAs have been introduced [64]. Operation of the multi-channel DWDM systems with flattened gain EDFA is feasible [3].

Although, EDFA total gain of as high as 54 dB has been obtained [1]-[2], but practical EDFAs with low concentration Er (≈100 ppm) and medium gain are used [65]-[68]. High concentration EDFA has extra background loss [28, 30]. In high gain amplifiers, small end face reflections can cause oscillation.

Broad spectral bandwidth of EDFAs [4], [10]-[11] allows distortion-less transmission of short pulses. The bandwidth of 35 nm at 1.55 μm corresponds to a frequency bandwidth of more than 4 THz. Thus multi-channel transmission is possible as long as the amplifier gain is not saturated. EDFAs can amplify femtosecond pulses [31], [69]. EDFAs have long metastable radiating lifetime (≈ 10 ms) and hence very slow gain dynamics [12].

Fabrication of erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) is mostly the same as that of conventional fibers. The first report on rare-earth doped fiber amplifier was proposed by Snitzer [46]-[47]. The possibility of using erbium-doped fiber as an amplifier at the third low loss telecommunication window was demonstrated by Poole et al. [56], [58].

Glasses are commonly made up of two main groups: network formers, e.g. SiO₂, and network modifiers, e.g. Na, Ca, K, Li. Network formers form a covalently bonded structure and network modifiers form ionic bonds to SiO⁻ groups and therefore break up the covalent structure. The trivalent rare-earth ions like Er³⁺ take the place of a network modifier. In conventional laser glasses a high concentration of rare-earth and therefore a high concentration of non-bridging oxygen groups is necessary in the glass host. This is the reason for development of multi-component silicate and phosphate glasses. The standard optical fibers mainly consist of pure silica glasses. For compatibility of standard fiber and EDFAs, the host materials suitable for the third telecommunication window should be pure silica glasses. In pure silica glasses, the network modifiers are absent. Therefore, the structure is rigid. The lack of non-bridging SiO⁻ makes the coordination of Er³⁺ difficult. Thus the Er³⁺ is not soluble and cause clustering in the glass. Clustering increases the scattering loss of the fiber and diminishes the fluorescent lifetime of Er ions [71]. In telecommunication a long length of EDFA can be used. Therefore, Er concentrations of lower than 1000 ppm, which avoid clustering and crystallization, can be used. Co-dopants like P₂O₅ and Al₂O₃ can prevent the Er ions from clustering and make it possible to have concentration of a few weight percent [72]. Modifying the host can reduce the harmful effect of excited state absorption (ESA). For example, Poole demonstrated that co-dopant of aluminosilicate instead of germano-silicate can reduce the amount of ESA [73].
In this paper, a brief summary of different methods of fiber fabrication, Er incorporation, and EDF characterization are introduced. Different techniques for fabrication of EDFs are related to the method used for fabrication of conventional standard single mode fibers (SMFs). The modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) and vapor axial deposition (VAD) fabrication methods and their relevant methods for incorporation of Er ions are described in sections II and III, respectively. Techniques for incorporation of Er ions into the low loss pure silica glasses are categorized as either vapor or liquid phase processes. In sections IV and V, the preform characterization and drawing methods are respectively demonstrated. Characterization of Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers are described in section VI. The facilities for preform and fiber fabrication and Er incorporation in Iran by both methods will be addressed in section VII. The paper is concluded in diction VIII.

II. FABRICATION OF FIBER PREFORMS BY MCVD PROCESS

The modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) process is used for fabrication of preforms and fibers in the factories for mass production or in the laboratories for experimental research. A pure silica tube, which has been immersed in nitric acid for several days, is washed with de-ionized distilled water and dried with blown nitrogen gas. The tube is inserted into a glass-working lathe while O$_2$ is blowing into the system, as shown in Fig. 1. The tube is rotated and locally heated by a moving torch. It is cleaned with one run of etching gas (SF$_6$), and several runs of O$_2$ at 1800°C to dry the tube, to remove all the OH$^-$ from the inner surface of the tube. Index raising dopant ions such as germanium, phosphorus, aluminum and titanium and index lowering dopant ions such as boron and fluorine as halide vapors (e.g. GeCl$_4$, POCl$_3$, BBr$_3$, …) with O$_2$ and SiCl$_4$ are blown into the tube. These gases, at the high temperature created by the moving torch, react and produce particles of SiO$_2$ co-doped with GeO$_2$, P$_2$O$_5$, B$_2$O$_3$, etc.

For short lengths of fiber, or fibers with significant concentration of Er, in which background loss of fiber is unimportant, the glass of the tube can be used as the cladding material. Otherwise, by choosing suitable halides vapor, flow rates and torch temperatures, the cladding refractive index can be raised, matched or depressed.

In EDFA, for higher pump efficiency, a small core diameter with high NA is necessary. All the core or just one layer at the center can be doped with erbium. To incorporate the Er ions in the fiber core several methods have been tried, which are summarized in the following sections.

A. Liquid Phase Process for Incorporation of Er in MCVD Technique

This method is also called Solution doping technique, which is used in most laboratories for incorporation of the rare earth ions into the fiber preforms. Townsend et al. used this method for incorporation of Er in a fiber preform [77]. The phosphorus and Er evaporate at high temperature of the final collapse process. This creates a dip at the center of the fiber index profile and Er concentration. Therefore, the preform should...
be collapsed at two steps. As shown in Fig. 1, after cladding layers’ deposition, the preform is partially collapsed. Then the core layers (all or part of them) are deposited at lower temperatures to create a non-sintered soot layer(s). The downstream side of the preform including some soots, must be carefully soaked in water and washed out. This water should not affect other parts of the preform. A suitable amount of \( \text{ErCl}_3.6\text{H}_2\text{O} \) dissolved in distilled de-ionized water or alcohol, is poured into the preform for a while. This solution doping takes time in the range of 2-24 hours, depending on the Er concentration requirement. Then, the tube is drained, dried for half an hour with temperature about 1000 °C, heated to consolidate the soot layer, and collapsed into the preform. In this method, co-dopant of \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) can be easily added to the solution to prevent the Er ions from clustering, and also from evaporation at the time of consolidation [79].

![Fig. 2 Aerosol technique for incorporating rare-earth ions into fiber preform. The solution containing rare-earth compound is nebulised by a piezoelectric crystal and the \( \text{N}_2 \) gas carries the aerosol to the preform [1].](image)

For incorporation of higher Er concentration into the fiber, a method based on the flash-condensation reaction of a suitable acid, specially \( \text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 \), can be employed [80]-[81]. An appropriate combination of \( \text{ErCl}_3.6\text{H}_2\text{O} \) and other desired rare-earth and metal salts are dissolved in a melt phosphoric acid and poured into the tube. Warming the filled tube to about 140° C helps the impregnation of the core soot layers. Then, again, the solutions should be drained. The tube is inserted in the lathe and flash heated at the temperature of around 1000° C for about one hour to be dried. In this temperature, the condensation of the acid removes all the water contents of the preform and, in the presence of chlorine and oxygen, the acid is converted to HCl, which is evaporated and removed from the network. Then the tube is collapsed to a consolidated preform. Phosphorous, as a network modifier, prevents the Er ions from clustering. Some devitrification or phase separation for higher Er concentrations happens. This effect increases the background loss of EDF, but is reduced in the drawing process, when the fiber cools rapidly. Carter \textit{et al.}, earned a background loss of 1 dB/m for a doped fiber with a 2 dB/m absorption peak at 1550 nm [80].

Many other solutions can be used for solution doping. A technique is to use solutions containing a silicon alkoxide like tetrathoxysilane (TEOS). Salts or alkoxides of rare-earths are used with an aqueous or alcoholic solution of TEOS. This solution eliminates chlorine containing precursors which prevent incorporation of elements such as the alkalis and alkaline earths. A chlorine treatment is needed at some stage to remove \( \text{OH}^- \) contamination of the preform [77].

Another liquid phase process, the aerosol technique, has been used for incorporating rare-earth ions into the fiber preforms [82]. A modified “room humidifier” nebulises the rare-earth solution by an ultrasonic generator and delivers into the tube as demonstrated in Fig. 2. Water in the aerosol evaporates at the hot zone of the preform, and the rare-earth ions react with \( \text{O}_2 \) simultaneously with other core dopants. This technique can give appropriate results and uniformity of dopants for low rare-earth concentration preforms.

### B. Vapor Phase Process for Incorporation of Er in MCVD Technique

The vapor pressures of all the halides used in fabrication of standard SMFs are tens of atmospheres at room temperature [71]. Therefore, delivery of a large amount of their vapor into the tube is relatively straightforward. Rare-earth compounds are less volatile than other precursor materials [76]. Therefore, temperatures up to several
hundred degrees are needed to volatilize them into the reactant stream during deposition.

A chamber is spliced to the preform, as shown in Fig. 3. The Er halide in a dopant carrier chamber is heated [5]. The water content of ErCl₃.6H₂O is evaporated and a fused, anhydrous layer on the inside of the carrier chamber is produced. The chamber can be replaced by a porous silica frit [70], [77]. This frit can be produced by depositing a soot layer inside one part of preform and then soaking into an aqueous or alcoholic solution containing ErCl₃ (Fig. 3b). Another alternative for the chamber is the ampoule used by MacChesney and Simpson [78]. Use of an ampoule (Fig. 3c) has the advantage that AlCl₃ vapor may be supplied through it to act as a co-dopant to prevent the Er ions from clustering.

During all or the center deposition of the core layers, the stationary burner warms the Er compound to evaporate [76], but not to oxidize the reactants. Therefore, the core deposition includes low level Er ions. The erbium concentration can be controlled by chamber temperature. To minimize the amount of OH⁻ contents, the erbium-doped core layer is deposited at a lower temperature to produce a soot layer. Then dried and fused to consolidate. The preform collapses, and is ready for characterization and drawing processes.

C. Seed Fiber Process for Incorporation of Er in MCVD Technique

One of the simplest methods for incorporation of very low Er³⁺ concentration (less than 1 ppm), a commercially available erbium doped glass rod is threaded into the preform just before to be collapsed and drawn into a fiber. This is called the rod-in-tube method [74]-[75].

III. PREFORM FABRICATION BY VAD PROCESS

The vapor axial deposition (VAD) technique uses an end-on deposition onto a rotating porous silica boule, as shown in Fig. 4 [83].

One torch is for cladding layers and the central one is for the core deposition. The concentric rings of these torches deliver, alternately, oxygen and dopant vapors directly onto the rotating target to create an axially grown porous preform. The dopant precursors, are carried by O₂ or Ar through the central bore of one or more torches. The porous preform is pulled upwards, dehydrated in Cl₂ gas and sintered in helium to produce a pore free preform, which is ready for elongation, if necessary, fire polishing and drawing to a fiber [78].

To incorporate the Er ions into the preform, again, vapor and liquid phase processes can be associated with VAD technique.

A. Er Incorporation by Vapor Phase Process in VAD Technique

A vapor of an organic compound of rare earth is introduced via the mainstream of core dopants to the porous preform during growth Fig. 4a. Alternately, the porous core or preform may be sintered in an atmosphere containing the vapor of the Er Fig. 4b. This rod forms the core region of a preform, either.
by further deposition of cladding over it, or by using the rod-in-tube technique. In this process, the fiber cannot be easily co-doped with aluminum, so the Er ions clusters and such crystals will not be melted during fiber drawing process. Therefore, this method can only be used for fabrication of low concentration Er-doped fibers [77].

**B. Er Incorporation by Liquid Phase Process in VAD Technique**

The porous core, fabricated by VAD technique, is soaked in an Er-solution, analogous to solution doping technique of MCVD (Fig. 4c). After a while, the doped boule is dried, dehydrated and sintered to a solid core. This rod can form the core region of a preform in the seed fiber process of Sub-Section II.D.

**IV. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FIBER PREFORM**

After fabrication of a preform, its refractive index profile should be measured. The non-destructive method used to measure the refractive index profile of the preform is the focusing method, which the refractive index is determined through numerical integration of the scattered light from the preform illuminated by a laser light [34], [84]-[86].

Except for the fibers with Br dopant, the refractive index of the preform does not vary during the drawing process. The preform diameter is measured and its core radius and the core-cladding refractive index difference can be estimated from the preform profile. The diameter of a standard single mode fiber is 125 μm. Due to the small core of the single mode fibers, the diameter of the fiber, after drawing becomes smaller than that of the standard one. Therefore, the preform must be sleeved with an extra pure silica tube and stretched in the glass working lathe to be sintered to a preform with longer length (elongation). This is usually the case for large NA EDFs. This is also done to increase the production throughput with a lesser time than the main production time. As it is practically done, the production time can be saved almost 50% of the total time.

**V. DRAWING PROCESS**

An electrical or gas furnace heats the preform to melting point of around 2200 °C. The preform is drawn through a diameter control system, coating bath, and curing furnace, and finally is wound around a drum. The diameter...
is controlled by the winding rate of the drum. To prevent the fiber from cracking while cooling and other probable surface damages in winding or handling, it is coated with a polymer. Then, the coated fiber is cured in an ultraviolet furnace with temperature around 400° C. The drawing system has to be vertical [85]-[86] to eliminate the slight effect of earth gravity on the fiber’s shape (birefringence).

VI. CHARACTERIZATION OF EBRIUM DOPED FIBER AMPLIFIERS

A. Measurement of the Fiber Refractive Index Profile

The drawing process has little effect on the refractive index profile of a fiber. To measure the refractive index of a fiber whenever the preform index profile is not available, the interference fringe pattern in an interferometric microscope and FFT processing method can be used [85].

A small piece of uncoated fiber is immersed in matching oil. A slip covers the fiber. To keep the slip horizontal, a piece of fiber must be placed on each side of the fiber under test. The slip is then inserted under an interference microscope, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. The fiber is illuminated by a monochromatic light formed by a white light source and a narrow band-pass filter. A double image is formed by a beam splitter. One of the images is slightly tilted and shifted to create a clear interference fringe pattern, as shown in Fig. 6. A video camera records the fringe pattern to be processed by a digitizer, computer and oscilloscope. The optical path length of the ray refracted by the fiber is measured by the fringes’ deflection. The refractive index profile of the fiber is derived by the fast Fourier transform of this optical path length pattern.

A sample index profile of an EDF measured by this method is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the low resolution of the measurement and thin core of the fiber, the dip in the center of the core is eliminated.
B. Measurement of the EDF Absorption Spectrum

The experimental setup for measurement of the absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. The white light source is launched to the fiber through a lens, monochromator and a microscope objective, respectively. The signal is chopped through a mechanical chopper. The setup can be modified to swap the monochromator by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The fiber output is connected to a photodetector. The detector output signal is amplified by a lock-in amplifier and connected to a computer. The monochromator or OSA sweeps over the desired wavelength bandwidth. To measure the absorption spectrum in a wide range, it should be done in two steps. For the wavelengths lower than 1 μm, a Si photodetector and for wavelengths over 1 μm a Ge or InGaAs photodetector must be used. The absorption spectrum is measured by the cut-back method.

\[ \alpha(\lambda) = 10 \log \frac{P_{\text{short}}(\lambda)}{P_{\text{long}}(\lambda)} \text{ dB/m} \]  

(1)

where \( L_{\text{long}} \), \( P_{\text{long}}(\lambda) \) and \( L_{\text{short}} \), \( P_{\text{short}}(\lambda) \) are the length and the output power for different wavelengths of the main and cut fiber, respectively. Related to the value of absorption peaks, the power and length of short and long fiber can be chosen from any of those in the different steps of the experiment. For low concentration fiber and hence lower absorption, \( L_{\text{long}} \) and \( L_{\text{long}} - L_{\text{short}} \) must be long enough to have significant loss. For fibers with higher absorption, these two must be short. The absorption spectrum of a sample EDF is depicted in Fig. 8.

After the first measurement, the fiber would be cut to shorter length and measurement repeated several times, whereas the input launching condition is kept unchanged. The absorption spectrum will be calculated as:
For measurement of the fiber background loss, $l_b(\lambda)$, the same method with much longer EDF at wavelengths far from any absorption peak, should be used.

**C. Measurement of the EDFA Fluorescent Spectrum**

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup for fluorescent measurement is shown in Fig. 9. The output of a 514.5 nm argon laser or any other laser with wavelength close to any absorption peak of Fig. 8, or the optimum cases, ie. 980 nm or 1480 nm laser diode is launched to the EDF through a microscope objective (MO). The output is chopped and launched to the monochromator via another MO. The setup can be modified to swap the monochromator by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The un-absorbed pump power is reflected by a bulk filter or a fiber Bragg grating (FBG). This filter has normally negligible loss in fluorescence or signal wavelengths. The monochromator output is detected by a Ge or InGaAs detector and is connected to the lock-in amplifier and the PC. The fluorescent output is saved on the PC. It would be better to measure the fluorescence from a very short EDFA from the side- or back-scattered light. A sample fluorescent spectrum of EDFA is shown in Fig. 10.

**D. Measurement of the EDFA Gain Spectrum**

The schematic diagram of the experimental setup for gain measurement of EDFA is demonstrated in Fig. 11. The white light source, as signal, is focused into the monochromator (M-C) via a lens. The M-C output is chopped by a mechanical chopper and is launched to port one of the coupler by a MO. The output of a pump laser, is launched into port two of the coupler by another MO. The EDFA is spliced to port 4 of the coupler. The third port can be used for monitoring the input power. Again a bulk or a fiber Bragg grating filter reflects the un-absorbed pump power. The output signal is detected by a Ge or InGaAs photodetector. The detector output is connected to the lock-in amplifier and a personal computer. The setup can be modified to swap the monochromator by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

**Fig. 10** The fluorescent spectrum of a sample EDFA.

**Fig. 11** Experimental setup for measurement of EDFA gain spectrum. W-L-S: white light source, L: lens, M-C: Monochromator, D-C: directional coupler, Ch: chopper, E-M: chopper electro-motor, Pump: 514.5 nm Argon laser or 980 nm laser diode, MO: microscope objective, P-M: power monitor, SMF: single mode fiber, EDF: erbium-doped fiber, S: fiber splice, F: pump rejection filter, D: optical detector, LI-Amp: lock-in amplifier, PC: personal computer. The setup can be modified to swap the monochromator by an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) [1].

The gain spectrum can be measured through measurement of the fiber fluorescence. The monochromator sweeps between desired wavelengths, and the output fluorescent spectrum is saved. This curve will be calibrated in terms of the gain.
The pumped and un-pumped output signal are measured and their ratio, i.e. the gain variation ($\Delta G(\lambda_s)$) is calculated. The gain spectrum obtained from the calibration of fluorescent spectrum $F(\lambda)$ will be:

$$g^*(\lambda) = \left[ \frac{\Delta G(\lambda_s)}{L} - \alpha(\lambda_s) \right] \frac{F(\lambda)}{F(\lambda_s)} \text{ dB/m}, \quad (2)$$

where $L$ is the amplifier length, and $\lambda_s$ is the signal wavelength.

The gain spectrum can also be directly measured by conventional cut back method.

E. Measurement of the Metastable Level Lifetime

The metastable fluorescent lifetime can be measured by the same setup as that of fluorescent measurement Fig. 9, except that the chopper with low frequency must be placed at the input of the EDFA.

At each period of the pump pulse, the excited level is populated and when the pulse falls to zero, the fiber fluorescent decays exponentially with time constant (relaxation time) of metastable lifetime. The output pulse is saved in a storage oscilloscope. The metastable level lifetime is the time in which the fluorescent decays to $1/e$ of its maximum. Metastable lifetime depends on the length of the fiber and therefore, by measurement of the lifetime at different fiber lengths, the accurate lifetime can be derived by interpolation of the lifetime curve to zero length.

VII. FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF EDFA IN IRAN

The first attempt for fabrication of the preform and fiber in Iran was started in Iran Telecom Research Center in 1987. A simple setup for preform fabrication by modified chemical vapor deposition was arranged and some preforms with desired refractive index profile were fabricated. The profiles were measured out of Iran, which was acceptable. This success was the basement of establishment of the “Optical Fiber Fabrication Company” in Tehran in 1989. Later on, the solar cell production line was founded and the company name changed to “Optical Fiber and Solar Cell Fabrication Company (OFFC)”. The company has two hydrogen and oxygen and one nitrogen generator, two de-ionized water production machine, one tube washing machine, two MCVD systems (lathes and gas delivery systems), one sleeving machine, one preform analyzer system, two twelve meter height fiber drawing tower, one proof testing system, one fiber coloring machine and one complete set of test equipments for measuring all necessary parameters such as, loss, geometry of the fiber, attenuation spectrum, cutoff wavelength, dispersion, real length, etc.

The preform fabrication was started in 1994.

The preform fabrication by MCVD technique and incorporation of the erbium ions by solution doping can easily be performed in the factory. The drawing of the sintered preform and characterization of the preform and fiber can easily be carried out in the company.

In 2002, as a project of “Optical Communication Group of Iran Telecommunication Research Center”, the fabrication of fiber preform by VAD technique was started by a preliminary setup. By this simple setup, it has been shown that the fabrication of porous preform by this method is feasible in Iran. Although the feasibility of fabrication of porous preform is approved, but still the project needs more support to be optimized. Since this beneficial technology is monopoly of a foreign country, it is not possible to be imported and must be improved and established by Iranian brain-works. Therefore, the fabrication of preform by VAD technique and incorporation of Er ions by related method, given in section 2.2, is possible in Iran. Also, the characterization of the fabricated erbium doped preform and fiber by the methods given in sections IV and VI can easily be carried out in Optical Fiber and Solar Cell Fabrication Company, Optical Communication Group of Iran Telecommunication Research Center, Laser and Plasma Research Institute of Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, Iranian
National LASER Center (INLC), and most of physics and electrical engineering departments of the Iranian universities.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Fabrication of EDFAs is the same as that of conventional single mode fibers. Modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) and vapor axial deposition (VAD) methods can be employed for this task. Erbium ions can be incorporated into preforms through liquid or vapor phase processes. In liquid phase process EDFAs of low concentration erbium can be fabricated by aqueous or other solutions of erbium salts. This method can give concentration up to about 1000 ppm without Er clustering. For higher concentration the method of flash-condensation by using phosphoric acid should be employed. Due to the devitrification or phase separation of preform core dopants, the background loss of the Er-doped fibers, compared to the conventional single mode fibers is increased.

In fabrication of EDF with MCVD technique, the high temperature of collapse process causes evaporation of core dopant including Er ions. This effect causes an Er or index profile dip at the center of the fiber. The partial-collapse before Er incorporation reduces this effect.

The refractive index profile of the fabricated Er-doped preform is measured by different methods, such as scanning or focusing methods. The refractive index profile of the fiber is identical to that of the preform. If the diameter of drawn fiber becomes lower than that of the standard value, the preform must be sleeved by an extra tube and stretched for elongation. After drawing the preform to a single mode fiber, for certainty, the refractive index profile of the fiber can be measured by an interferometry microscope.

Characterization of erbium doped fiber including measurements of absorption, fluorescent, and gain spectra must be carried out before to be used as the main component of the EDF amplifier or laser.

In Iran, the machines, devices and equipments for fabrication of fiber and preform and incorporation of Er by MCVD and VAD techniques in “Optical Fiber and Solar Cell Fabrication Company” of Iran and “Optical Communication Group of Iran Telecommunication Research Center”, respectively, can be used for fabrication of preform and fiber and incorporation of Er into them. The measurement apparatuses of these two centers, as well as Laser and Plasma Research Institute of Shahid Beheshti University, Tehran, Iran, Iranian National LASER Center (INLC), and most of the physics and electrical engineering departments of the Iranian universities can be employed for characterization of the fabricated or purchased EDFAs.
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Memoriam: Professor Pak Lim Chu
12 November 1940 – 15 March 2008
The fiber-optics community has lost a great icon with the passing of Prof. Pak Chu after a one year battle with cancer. His passing was commemorated with an extended service of thanksgiving, eulogy, tributes, and valediction at the West Sydney Chinese Christian Church that was attended by an overflowing congregation of colleagues, friends, and fellow Christians.

Prof. Chu is a great champion and a pioneer in the field of fiber optics in Australia. He set up the very first academic fiber-optics research laboratory in Australia at the University of New South Wales (UNSW) in 1970s. The laboratory was equipped with the first preform-making and fiber-drawing facilities in the country. For the last 30 years, Prof. Chu has made extensive contributions to the optical fiber technology. In early 1980s, he invented an acclaimed method to measure the refractive-index profiles of fiber preforms. The method was adopted in an advanced commercial instrument for the characterization of optical fibers. In the mid-1980s, he successfully solved the problem of soliton interaction, which laid an important foundation for soliton communications, a field in which he maintained an interest for over 20 years. In addition, Prof. Chu had worked on a large number of innovative optical devices, including nonlinear optical switches, fiber-optic acoustic sensors, polymer fiber Bragg gratings, and vertical optical polymer waveguide couplers. This work has attracted considerable attention over the years. His study on chaos communications is also very influential. In recent years, he spent much effort in promoting polymer optical fiber technology, a growing field with many potential applications in short-distance transmission and optical sensing. His contributions to the field of fiber optics are invaluable.

On the teaching side, Prof. Chu supervised over 40 doctoral and numerous honours students and developed the first undergraduate courses in optical communications technology in Australia.

Prof. Chu was a popular speaker, particularly at meetings in Southeast Asia, giving numerous contributed and invited talks as well as short courses and tutorials. He was a Fellow of several scientific societies including the Australian Technological Society and the Optical Society of America. He published almost 500 journal and conference papers, and was honoured in 2001 with the Centenary Medal of Australia for his contribution to optical communications.

In 2001, Prof. Chu retired from UNSW and moved to the City University of Hong Kong (CityU) where he became Professor and Director of the Optoelectronics Research Centre (RCO). During his Directorship of RCO, he made significant contributions to the development of the photonics research programs at CityU. His cheerful, positive, and supportive temperament enabled him to be an excellent mentor and a real friend of many people. Prof. Chu was also active in fostering collaborations with industry and organizing international conferences and training
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workshops to raise the profile of the photonics community in Hong Kong. After his retirement from CityU in 2006, he joined a local company, LINKZ International Limited (the former Networking Cable Business Unit of LTK), where he continued to make contributions in photonics for the rest of his time in Hong Kong.

Prof. Chu is survived by his wife Eva, daughter Evelyn, son Desmond and five grandchildren.
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